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4-May 3-May Chg 4-May 3-May Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 13,087.44    13,076.23 0.09%   RM/USD 3.9395      3.9330      0.17%

  FBM KLCI 1,841.83       1,851.80    -0.54%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 12,859.29    12,907.22 -0.37%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,340.00   2,332.00   0.34%

  DJIA 24,262.51    23,930.15 1.39%   Oil/barrel (US$) 69.72         68.43         1.89%

  S&P 500 2,663.42       2,629.73    1.28%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,315.35   1,312.10   0.25%

  NASDAQ 7,209.62       7,088.15    1.71%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 558.00      552.00      1.09%
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DNeX to provide e-wallet service for incoming local and foreign vehicles 
DNeX subsidiary has won a sub-contract to provide a touch-and-go electronic wallet service for local and 
foreign vehicles entering the country. 51%-owned DNeX RFID SB was awarded the job by the main 
contractor, TCSens SB. DNeX did not specify the value of the sub-contract, but said the project could 
generate an annual revenue ranging from RM19m to RM21m, with an estimated project margin of 35% in 
the first three years. The expected revenue was based on projected volume of both local and foreign 
vehicles. Barring any unforeseen circumstances, the sub-contract is expected to contribute positively 
towards the future earnings and net assets per share of DNeX over the tenure of the contract. (Source: The 
Edge) 
 
Study on proposed container terminal expansion being carried out, says Westports 
Westports has engaged external consultants to conduct detailed studies on the proposed container 
terminal facilities development from Container Terminal 10 (CT10) to CT19 in Pulau Indah, Selangor. Upon 
completion of all the detailed studies, which would include the topography and bathymetric survey, soil 
investigation works and port master planning, Westports would then be able to provide a fair indicative 
development cost for CT10 to CT19 container terminal expansion. It was replying to a query by Bursa on its 
proposed acquisition of a 154.2ha piece of leasehold land in Pulau Indah from PKNS for RM116.19m. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
Axiata's edotco buys 80% stake in firm that'll build telco infra in Kedah for RM140m 
Axiata 63%-owned unit edotco Group SB is taking up an 80% stake in a private firm that has obtained the 
right to build telecommunication infrastructure in Kedah for RM140m. The acquisition will be funded via 
internal funds, of which about RM25m shall be for the sale shares, and RM115m is for the redemption of 
funding facility in Tanjung Digital SB (TDSB). Edotco is undertaking the acquisition via its wholly-owned unit 
edotco Malaysia SB (edotco MY), which inked the share and purchase of shares agreement to acquire the 
stake in TDSB with the vendors Utara Jernih SB and Mohd Azam Saa. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Genting's O&G unit gets nod to develop area within Kasuri Block in Indonesia 
Genting’s 95%-owned indirect subsidiary Genting O&G Ltd (GOGL) has received approval from Indonesia's 
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources for a first phase plan of development for the Asap, Merah and 
Kido structures (POD 1) in West Papua, Indonesia. These structures are within the concession area for the 
Kasuri Block, which was awarded to GOGL's wholly-owned unit Genting Oil Kasuri Pte Ltd (GOKPL) following 
a production sharing contract (PSC) signed in May 2008 between GOKPL and BP MIGAS the Indonesian oil 
and gas regulator. The concession period for GOKPL for the Kasuri PSC ends in 2038. (Source: The Edge) 
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Luxchem targets 10% revenue growth for FY18 
Industrial chemical distributor Luxchem is targeting a 10% yoy revenue increase for the current FY18 as the group 
contends with foreign exchange fluctuation and higher crude oil prices. Fluctuation in foreign exchange rates will 
remain a key factor deciding Luxchem's future performance. This is because the company's purchases and exports are 
mainly denominated in US dollars. Higher crude oil prices are expected to hike Luxchem's raw material cost, which 
could be passed through to customers. Orders are done based on monthly negotiations. (Source: The Edge) 

 

Ranhill 1Q net profit up 16% on higher water consumption, lower maintenance and fuel costs 
Ranhill saw its net profit for 1QFY18 jump 15.59% to RM18.14m from RM15.69m a year ago. The increase in profits 
was on higher quarterly revenue, which increased 2.37% to RM360.29m from RM351.95m previously. The better 
quarterly and ytd numbers were due to higher income contribution from its environment segment, which saw a rise in 
volume of water consumption that is in line with the increase in number of customer accounts. At the same time, its 
power segment enjoyed better performance on lower maintenance and fuel costs. (Source: The Edge) 
 
GFM Services plans 10% private placement to raise up to RM20.68m 
GFM Services has proposed to raise up to RM20.68m via a private placement of up to 10% of its issued shares in 
tranches to part finance its acquisitions of KP Mukah Development (KPMD). The acquisition will provide a platform for 
the group to enhance its revenue and gain immediate access to a profitable facilities management company which 
currently holds a concession awarded by the Government and UiTM valid from Sept 17, 2012 till Sept 17, 2035. The 
issue price of each tranche would be determined separately and fixed by the board of directors later. (Source: The 
Edge) 
 
Three-A 1Q net profit down 40% on higher raw material prices, forex losses 
Three-A Resources net profit fell 39.57% to RM6.24m for 1QFY18 vs RM10.32m last year on lower profit margin as a 
result from higher raw material prices as well as higher net forex losses. Its quarterly revenue was down marginally by 
0.68% to RM102.48m from RM103.18m in 1QFY17 due to lower sales volume. As raw materials prices remain volatile 
and the business environment remains competitive, the group continues to be committed on efficiency initiatives 
through economy of scale, cost optimisation and plans to increase productivity and simultaneously produce good 
quality products to achieve better performance. (Source: The Edge) 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  


